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Abstract—Errorcorrectionproceduresareconsideredwhichare
designed speciﬁcally for the amplitude damping channel. Ampli-
tude damping errors are analyzed in the stabilizer formalism. This
analysis allows a generalization of the ￿￿￿￿￿ “approximate” ampli-
tude damping code. This generalization is presented as a class of
￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿ codes; quantum circuits for encoding and recovery
operations are presented. A ￿￿￿￿￿ amplitude damping code based
on the classical Hamming code is presented. All of these are sta-
bilizer codes whose encoding and recovery operations can be com-
pletelydescribedwithCliffordgroupoperations.Finally,optimiza-
tion options are described in which recovery operations may be
further adapted according to the damping probability ￿.
Index Terms—Amplitude damping channel, quantum error cor-
rection, stabilizer codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
I
N the most common treatments, quantum error correction
(QEC) is developed for a very generic error model. Indeed,
the ﬁrst breakthroughs in the ﬁeld established methods quite
comparable to classical, digital error correction that could cor-
rect for an arbitrary error localized to a single qubit [1], [2].
Using thisapproach,wemaydesignerrorcorrectionprocedures
that apply to a wide variety of quantum noise processes—the
channel need only be well approximated by independent, arbi-
trary, qubit errors.
The general application of standard QEC comes with a price
in efﬁciency. Quantum error correcting codes require a large
number of redundant qubits; for short block lengths, generic
codes are limited to low rates. While robust to arbitrary qubit
errors, both error correction performance and efﬁciency can be
improved by adapting the encoding and recovery operations to
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the physical noise process. Such adaptation is reasonable since,
for any particular device, the noise will have a structure gov-
erned by the physical coupling of the system and the environ-
ment. Intuitively, we should be able to engineer improved error
correction by careful adaptation of both the encoding and re-
covery operations.
The concept of channel-adapted error correction is not new:
earlyworklabeled“approximate”quantumerrorcorrectionwas
presented in [3]. Much recent progress has been due to opti-
mization efforts [4]–[9]. In each case, rather than correcting
for arbitrary single qubit errors, the error recovery scheme was
adapted to a model for the noise, with the goal to maximize the
ﬁdelity of the operation. In [4], a semideﬁnite program (SDP)
was used to maximize the entanglement ﬁdelity, given a ﬁxed
encoding and channel model. In [7] and [8], encodings and de-
codings were iteratively improved using the performance cri-
teria of ensemble average ﬁdelity and entanglement ﬁdelity, re-
spectively.Asuboptimalmethodfor minimumﬁdelity,usingan
SDP, was proposed in [9]. An analytical approach to channel-
adapted recovery based on the pretty-good measurement and
the average entanglement ﬁdelity was derived in [10]. The main
pointofeachschemewastoimproveerrorcorrectiveprocedures
by adapting to the physical noise process.
The optimization efforts cited above detail mathematical and
algorithmic tools with general application. That is to say, given
any model for the noise process and an appropriately short code
we can apply optimal [4], [7] and structured near-optimal [6]
algorithms to provide channel-adapted encoding and recovery
operations.
It is important to note that the aforementioned tools are not,
in themselves, complete solutions to the problem of channel-
adapted QEC. When designing an error correction procedure,
thereismoretoconsiderthanwhetheranencodingorarecovery
is physically legitimate. This motivated our exploration of near-
optimal recovery operations [6], where we imposed a projective
syndromemeasurementconstraintonrecoveryoperations.Even
given such a constraint, to implement channel-adapted QEC ef-
ﬁciently we need to design encoding and decoding procedures
with sufﬁciently simple structure to allow efﬁcient implementa-
tion. Furthermore, while the optimization routines focus on the
entanglement ﬁdelity and ensemble average ﬁdelity due to their
linearity,weshouldstillliketounderstandtheminimumﬁdelity,
or worst case performance.
To explore these issues in greater depth, we must consider
channel-adaptedQECforaspeciﬁcchannelmodel.Weexamine
the amplitude damping channel, which has signiﬁcant phys-
ical relevance. A quantum bit is a two-level quantum system,
often an excited state and a ground state. A common phys-
ical error is the collapse into the ground state. The amplitude
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dampingchanneldescribestheeffectofthiserroroccurringwith
probability . Despite the straightforward physical description,
generic QEC procedures are particularly inefﬁcient protecting
from the amplitude damping channel.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section II
with relevant background information on QEC and channel-
adapted QEC, establishing notation and terminology for the re-
mainder of the paper. In Section III, we discuss a qualitative
understanding of the optimal channel-adapted recovery opera-
tion from the “approximate” amplitude damping of [3].
Section IV examines amplitude damping errors in the stabilizer
formalism, which allows for a generalization of the code
in Section V. In Section VI, we present channel-adapted ampli-
tude damping codes that are created from classical linear codes.
II. BACKGROUND
It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide an introduction
to quantum computation or quantum information processing;
we refer readers who desire a more comprehensive introduction
to the ﬁrst chapter of [11]. In this space, we will make a few
statementsaboutquantuminformationtointroducetheconcepts
and notation directly relevant to our treatment.
Thestatevectorforaquantumsystemisanelementofacom-
plex Hilbert space; it is traditional to use the Dirac ket nota-
tion to label such a state. A qubit refers to a two-dimensional
Hilbert space with the canonical basis of and . Quantum
computation relies extensively on states in the linear superposi-
tion of these bases, such as , where .
When this qubit is measured by projecting on the basis states,
the squared magnitude of the amplitudes and establish the
probabilities of the outcomes and ; after measurement,
the former superposition is destroyed and the state collapses to
the measured value. To communicate (or compute) with such a
continuum of states in the presence of noise seemed a daunting
problem in the early days of quantum computing.
Quantum error correction provided a marvelous theoretical
achievement by demonstrating the utility of well-established
classical error correction to quantum information. While
the continuous description of states (and hence noise) sug-
gested an analog error correction might be necessary, Calder-
bank–Shor–Steane (CSS) codes [2], [12] and later the stabilizer
formalism [13], [14] ﬁrmly established a close relationship
between QEC and classical error-correcting codes. In the same
way that a projective measurement of a quantum state yields a
discrete set of outcomes, a QEC code and recovery that corrects
a discrete set of errors will in fact correct for a continuous set
of errors.
By far the most common formulation of QEC uses the Pauli
operators and , which are deﬁned in Table I. A quantum
codethatdetectsandcorrectsPaulioperatorsononeofthephys-
ical qubits can, in fact, correct for an arbitrary error on that
qubit. The quantum code is a subspace of a multiqubit Hilbert
space, the Pauli errors rotate the code into mutually orthog-
onalsubspaces.Therecoveryoperationisaprojectivesyndrome
measurementontotheorthogonalsubspaces,theresultofwhich
indicates the necessary correction to the state.
While we have described generic QEC, our thesis is that this
standard procedure does not always efﬁciently protect from
TABLE I
THE PAULI MATRICES WRITTEN IN THE ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ BASIS
quantum channels. A quantum operation (including a quantum
channel) is often deﬁned by a set of operator elements
which satisfy . Such a set deﬁnes a completely
positive, trace preserving (CPTP) map [15]. Acting on a state
, the result is a statistical mixture of the states , where
the squared norm indicates the probability. With
this in mind, we deﬁne the amplitude damping channel on a
qubit, denoted , given by the operator elements
and (1)
We see that transforms to with probability ; this
is clearly the “error event” or “damping event.” The remaining
term , while the “no damping event,” still perturbs the state
slightly. It is in this perturbation that we see a limitation of
generic QEC: despite the minor distortion from , standard
QEC devotes signiﬁcant resources (error syndromes) toward its
correction.
Channel-adapted QEC provides an encoding and/or a re-
covery operation designed to protect quantum information
from a speciﬁc channel operation. The performance is mea-
sured with some form of the ﬁdelity, determining how well the
composite channel-recovery operation preserves the quantum
state. Fidelity measures the “closeness” of two quantum states
(pure or statistical mixture). To judge a channel, we measure
the input and output states.
To fairly measure the channel, the performance must capture
informationforthewholespectrumofinputstates.Onemeasure
determines the ﬁdelity achieved for the worst case input state.
Appropriatelytitledtheminimumﬁdelity,thisis thedefactocri-
terionforstandard QEC.Tosimplify optimizationmethods,itis
convenienttomeasuretheﬁdelitybasedonanensembleofinput
states (usually denoted as a density matrix ). In this vein, we
use the entanglement ﬁdelity with the completely mixed input
state. A mixed state can be interpreted as a pure state of the
system of interest entangled with the environment; entangle-
ment ﬁdelity measures how well a channel preserves this en-
tangled state. Given the operator elements of a channel
, entanglement ﬁdelity is calculated
(2)
where is the trace operation. It was shown in [4] that, given
an encoding operation and channel description, the optimal re-
coveryoperation (in terms of entanglement ﬁdelity) may be cal-
culated using a semideﬁnite program.
III. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CHANNEL-ADAPTED QEC FOR
APPROXIMATE CODE
We begin with a qualitative understanding of the “ap-
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TABLE II
OPTIMAL QER OPERATOR ELEMENTS FOR THE ￿￿￿￿￿ CODE,
COMPUTED VIA THE SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAM DEFINED IN [4]
Operators ￿ and ￿ correspond to the “no dampings” term ￿ Where ￿
and ￿ depend on ￿. ￿ –￿ correct ﬁrst-order dampings. ￿ –￿ partially
correct some second-order dampings, though as only ￿￿ ￿ is returned in these
cases superposition is not preserved
operation (computed via the method derived in [4]). The logical
codewords are given by
(3)
(4)
Consider the optimal channel-adapted recovery for the
“approximate” code of [3] computed with the semideﬁ-
nite program as presented in [4]. This is an example of a
channel-adapted code, designed speciﬁcally for the amplitude
damping channel rather than arbitrary qubit errors. Its initial
publication demonstrated the utility of channel-adaptation
(though without using such a term) for duplicating the perfor-
mance of standard quantum codes with both a shorter block
length and while achieving a higher rate.
In [3], the authors proposed a recovery (decoding) circuit
and demonstrated its strong performance in minimum ﬁdelity.
It is interesting to note that the recovery operation (described in
quantum circuit form in [3, Fig. 2]) is not a projective syndrome
measurement followed by a unitary rotation as is standard
for generic codes; instead, it is a -dependent operation
which includes a generalized (positive operator-valued mea-
sure–POVM) measurement. In contrast, the optimal recovery
(in terms of entanglement ﬁdelity) obtained via convex opti-
mization does begin with a projective syndrome measurement.
The optimal recovery operation is given in Table II. Each op-
eratorelementisstructuredasaprojectionoperation followed
byaunitaryrotation.Forexample, beginsbyprojectingonto
the subspace spanned by and . This two-dimen-
sional subspace is then rotated back onto the code subspace
spanned by and . The other operator elements have
a similar structure. We will analyze each of the operator ele-
ments in turn. For clarity of presentation, we begin with the re-
covery operators for the ﬁrst – and second –
order damping errors and then we turn our attention to the re-
covery from the “no damping” term.
A. Recovery for First- and Second-Order Damping Errors
Neither nor in (1) is a scaled unitary matrix, but we
may understand the channel by considering the “error”
event. Let us denote a ﬁrst-order damping error as , which
consists of the qubit operator on the th qubit and the
identity elsewhere. Consider now the effect of on the
codewords of the code
(5)
(6)
We see that the code subspace is perturbed onto an orthogonal
subspace spanned by . projects onto this
syndrome subspace and recovers appropriately into the logical
codewords. Recovery operators and similarly cor-
rect damping errors on the second, third, and fourth qubits. No-
ticethattheﬁrst-orderdampingerrorsmovetheinformationinto
mutually orthogonal subspaces. It is therefore not hard to see
that the set of errors satisfy the error correcting
conditions [16] for the code. (That the code satisﬁes
the error-correcting conditions for damping errors was pointed
out in [14].)
Consider now the subspace spanned by
By examining the logical codewords in (3) and (4), we see that
this subspace can only be reached by multiple damping errors.
Unfortunately, in such a case we lose the logical superpositions
as only is perturbed into this subspace. Consider, for ex-
ample, the two damping error . We see that
(7)
(8)
While we cannot fully recover from such an error, we recognize
that these higher order errors occur with probability . Fur-
thermore, we see that operator elements – do recover the
portion of the input information. This contributes a small
amount to the overall entanglement ﬁdelity, though would ob-
viously not help the minimum ﬁdelity case. Indeed, – do
not contribute to maintaining the ﬁdelity of an input state.
We should also note that only a subset of all second-order
dampings are partially correctable as above. We reach the syn-
drome subspaces from – only when a qubit from the ﬁrst
pair and a qubit from the second pair is damped, allowing the
state to be recovered. If both the ﬁrst and second qubits (or
both the third and fourth qubits) are damped, the resulting states
are no longer orthogonal to the code subspace. In fact, these are
the only errors that will cause a logical bit ﬂip, recovering
as and vice versa.
B. Recovery From the Distortion of the ‘no Damping’ Case
We turn now to the recovery operators and . Together
these project onto the syndrome subspace with basis vectors
which includes the entire code
subspace.Wejustsawthat togetherwithsinglequbitdamp-
ings are correctable, but does not have an operator element
proportional to . Instead, the “no dampings” term is given
by which depends on the damping parameter . Indeed,
consider the effect of on the logical code words
(9)
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Fig. 1. Optimal versus code projection recovery operations for the ￿￿￿￿￿ code. We compare the entanglement ﬁdelity for the optimal recovery operation and
the recovery that includes a projection onto the code subspace. For comparison, we also include the original recovery operation proposed in [3] and the baseline
performance of a single qubit. While the optimal recovery outperforms the code projector recovery, the performance gain is likely small compared to the cost of
implementing the optimal.
A typical QEC recovery operation includes a projection onto
the code subspace; this is, in effect, the “no error” syndrome.
Consider the effect of this projection on an arbitrary input state
. The resulting (unnormalized) state is
(11)
The extra term distorts the state from the original input.
While this distortion is small as , both the original re-
covery operation proposed in [3] and the optimal recovery seek
to reduce this distortion by use of a -dependent operation. We
analyze the optimal recovery operation for this term and com-
pare its efﬁcacy with the simpler projection.
Instead of projecting onto the code subspace, the optimal re-
covery has a “no damping” projection operator .
is a projection onto a perturbed version of the code space with
basis vectors
where and are chosen to maximize the entanglement ﬁ-
delity. We can use any of the numerical techniques of [4], [6]
to compute good values for and , but we would like an intu-
itive understanding as well. and (where )
adjust the syndrome measurement so that it is no longer
, the projector onto the code subspace. If
we choose them so that then we will
perfectly recover the original state when syndrome is de-
tected for the no damping case. If syndrome is de-
tected,thenodampingstatewillbedistorted,butforsmall ,the
second syndrome is a relatively rare occurrence. It could even
be used as a classical indicator for a greater level of distortion.
WehaveplottedinFig.1theentanglementﬁdelityofthecom-
posite channel-recovery operation for the optimal recovery, the
code-space-projected recovery, and the original recovery pro-
posed in [3]. We can see that the beneﬁt of the optimal recovery
operation is small, especially as , though not negligible.
Furthermore, the standard projection onto the code space is a
simpleoperationwhiletheoptimalrecoveryis -dependent.We
would prefer a -independent recovery operation, to avoid the
necessity of an accurate estimate of the damping probability.
Furthermore, the -dependent rotation necessary to implement
theoptimal islikelytobemorecomplicatedtophysicallyre-
alize than a projection onto the code subspace. For this reason,
it is likely preferable to implement the more straightforward
codeprojection,whichstillreapsmostofthebeneﬁtsofchannel
adaptation.
IV. AMPLITUDE DAMPING ERRORS IN THE
STABILIZER FORMALISM
We turn our attention to the stabilizer formalism [13],
[14], to demonstrate its utility for interpreting the amplitude
damping channel. In particular, understanding amplitude
damping in terms of stabilizers allows a generalization of the
code for higher rates. The stabilizer formalism provides
an extremely useful and compact description for quantum
error-correcting codes. Code descriptions, syndrome mea-
surements, and recovery operations can be understood by
considering the generators of an stabilizer code.
The generators are elements of the Pauli group on qubits
. The
stabilizer formalism is particularly adept at describing the ac-
tion of operators that map Pauli group members to itself under
conjugation. Known as the Clifford group, these operators are
a standard set of quantum gate operations, including the Pauli
operators and the controlled-not (CNOT) gate. In stabilizer
QEC, Pauli group errors are considered; if
errors (along with the identity) can be corrected, we know we
can correct an arbitrary error on any of the qubits since the
Pauli operators are a basis for single qubit operators.FLETCHER et al.: CHANNEL-ADAPTED QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION FOR THE AMPLITUDE DAMPING CHANNEL 5709
Let us consider the code in terms of its stabilizer group
. We can choose the logical
Pauli operators and to specify the
codewords in (3) and (4). We saw in Section III that
damping errors together with are correctable errors. Since
each of these errors is a linear combination of Pauli group
members
(12)
we might presume that are a set of correctable
operations and the desired recovery follows the standard sta-
bilizer syndrome measurement structure. This is not the case.
Consider that the operator (or equivalently )i si n
the normalizer of the code stabilizer, and thus
are not a correctable set of errors.
How, then, can the code correct errors of the form
? Instead of projecting onto the stabilizer subspaces and cor-
recting and separately, we take advantage of the fact that
the errors happen in superposition and project accordingly. As
we saw, and project into orthogonal sub-
spaces when and we can recover accordingly. In fact, the
correct syndrome structures can also be described in terms of
stabilizers; understanding these syndromes enables design and
analysis of other amplitude damping codes.
Let bethegeneratorsforan sta-
bilizer code. We wish to deﬁne the generators for the subspace
resulting from a damping error on the th qubit. First,
we should note that we can always write the generators of
so that at most one generator commutes with and anti-com-
mutes with (corresponding to a generator with an on the
th qubit), at most one generator that anti-commutes with both
and (corresponding to a generator with an on the th
qubit), and all other generators commute with both operators.
Let be an arbitrary state in the subspace stabilized
by .I f such that , then
(13)
From this we see that the th damped subspace is stabilized by
the commuting generators of . Now consider an element of
that anti-commutes with and . Then
(14)
so is a stabilizer of the th damped subspace. Finally, con-
sider a which commutes with but anti-commutes with
(15)
We see that neither nor is a stabilizer for the subspace. It
is, however, not hard to see that is a generator
(16)
In this manner, given any code stabilizer , we can construct
the stabilizer for each of the damped subspaces.
Considernowthestabilizerdescriptionofeachofthedamped
subspacesforthe code.ThesearegiveninTableIII.Recall
TABLE III
STABILIZERS FOR EACH OF THE DAMPED SUBSPACES OF THE ￿￿￿￿￿ CODE
thattwostabilizersubspacesareorthogonalifandonlyifthereis
anelement thatstabilizesonesubspacewhile stabilizesthe
other. It is easy to see that each of these subspaces is orthogonal
to the code subspace, as either or is included.
It is equally easy to see that the ﬁrst and second subspaces are
orthogonaltothethirdandfourth.Toseethattheﬁrstandsecond
subspaces are orthogonal, note that stabilizes the ﬁrst
subspace, while stabilizes the second. Similarly,
stabilizes the fourth subspace, thus making it orthogonal to the
third.
We can now understand the optimal recovery operation
in terms of the code stabilizers. Consider measuring
and . If the result is then we conclude that no
dampinghasoccurredandperformthenon-stabilizeroperations
of and to minimize distortion. If we measure
we know that either the ﬁrst or the second qubit was damped.
We can distinguish by measuring , with indicating a
damping on the ﬁrst qubit and a damping on the second.
If our ﬁrst syndrome is , we can distinguish between
dampingsonthethirdandfourthbymeasuring .Ifourﬁrst
syndrome yields we conclude that multiple dampings
occurred. We could simply return an error, or we can do the
partial corrections of – by further measuring both
and . It is worth pointing out a feature of the stabilizer
analysis highlighted by this multiple dampings case. Each of
the damping subspaces from Table III has three stabilizers and
thus encodes a two-dimensional subspace. Consider applying
to the third damped subspace, equivalent to damping
errors on qubits 1 and 3. Note that there is no generator with an
in the ﬁrst qubit; the resulting subspace is stabilized by
(17)
As this has four independent generators, the resulting subspace
has dimension . We saw this in the previous section, where
for multiple dampings the recovery operation does not preserve
logical superpositions but collapses to the state.
Stabilizer descriptions for amplitude damping-adapted codes
are quite advantageous. Just as in the case of standard quantum
codes, the compact description facilitates analysis and aids de-
sign. While the recovery operations for the amplitude damping
codes are not quite as neatly described as the standard stabi-
lizer recovery, the stabilizer formalism facilitates the descrip-
tion. Furthermore, by considering stabilizer descriptions of the
code and its recovery operation, we may design other
channel-adapted amplitude damping codes. We will rely on sta-
bilizers throughout the remainder of the paper.5710 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 54, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2008
TABLE IV
STABILIZERS FOR ￿￿￿￿￿ AND ￿￿￿￿￿ AMPLITUDE DAMPING CODES
In (A), these are written in a way to illustrate the connection to the ￿￿￿￿￿ code.
In (B), we present the code in the standard form, which we achieve merely by
swapping the code qubits and choosing the logical operators systematically.
The standard form provides a convenient description for generating quantum
circuits for encoding
V. GENERALIZATION OF THE CODE FOR HIGHER RATES
The stabilizer analysis for the code provides a ready
meanstogeneralizeforhigherratecode.Considerthetwocodes
given in Table IV(A). Each of these is an obvious extension
of the code, but with a higher rate. Indeed, the general
structure can be extended as far as desired generating a
code for all positive integers . We can thus generate a
code with rate arbitrarily close to .
While the codes presented in Table IV(A) have an obvious
pattern related to the code, we will ﬁnd it more conve-
nient to consider the stabilizer in standard form as given in
TableIV(B).Thestandardform[13],includingthechoiceof
and , provides a systematic means to write the encoding cir-
cuit. The change is achieved through a reordering of the qubits
which, due to the symmetry of the channel, has no effect on the
error correction properties.
Let us consider the form of the stabilizer group gener-
ators. Just as with the code, the ﬁrst generator has an on
every qubit. The physical qubits are grouped into pairs;
for each pair there is a generator .
The structure of the stabilizers makes it easy to see that
satisfy the error-correcting condi-
tions for the code. To see this, we will show that
the damped subspaces are mutually orthogonal, and orthogonal
to the code subspace. Consider a damping on the th qubit,
where and are a pair. The resulting state is stabilized by
and the remaining -pair generators. We will call this
the th damped subspace. This subspace is clearly orthogonal
to the code subspace due to the presence of the stabi-
lizer. For the same reason, the th damped subspace is clearly
orthogonal to the th damped subspace for . Finally, the
th and th damped subspaces are orthogonal as we see that
stabilizes the th and stabilizes the th.
By writing the codes in the standard form, it
is easyto generate an encoding circuit. The circuit to encode the
arbitrary state in the qubits is given in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Circuit to encode the arbitrary state of ￿ qubits given in qubits
￿ ￿￿￿￿ into ￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿physical qubits. This is the ￿￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿ ￿￿￿ code
in standard form.
Theencodingcircuitrequires CNOToperationsandone
Hadamard gate.
Let us write out the logical codewords of the code given
the choice of in Table IV
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
Eachcodewordistheequalsuperpositionoftwobasisstates.We
can see by inspection that the damped subspaces are mutually
orthogonal: will eliminate one of the two basis states from
each codeword and the resulting basis states do not overlap.
A. Syndrome Measurement
We begin the recovery by ﬁrst measuring the -pair sta-
bilizers. A result on the -pair stabilizer indicates a
damping of either the th or th qubit. This holds true even
if multiple -pair stabilizers measure . Such a result in-
dicates multiple damped qubits. Once we have identiﬁed the
qubit pair, we perform an additional stabilizer measurement to
determine which of the qubits was damped. As an example, if
the -pair was damped, we measure , with a result
indicating a damping on the th qubit and a indicating a
damping on the th qubit. We perform this measurement for all
pairs which measure .
If multiple stabilizers yield a measurement then we have
multiple damped qubits. As before, this reduces by half the di-
mension of the subspace and we cannot preserve all logical su-
perpositions. For an example, examine the stabilizers for the
code when both the ﬁrst and ﬁfth qubits are damped
(22)
This subspace has ﬁve stabilizers and thus has rank . Fur-
thermore, combining the last two stabilizers, we can see that
stabilizes the subspace, indicating that the re-
maining logical information is spanned by .I n
general, for a code, up to dampings can
be partially corrected as long as the dampings occur on distinct
qubit pairs. If is the number of damped qubits, then the re-
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Fig. 3. Syndrome measurement circuits for the ￿￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿ ￿￿￿ code. Circuit
(A) measures each of the ￿-pair stabilizers. If all of the measurements in (A)
are ￿￿, we are in the “no damping” syndrome and we perform the syndrome
measurement in (B). If the ￿￿￿￿￿-pair stabilizer measures ￿￿, we perform the
syndrome measurement in (C).
If all -pair measurementsfor the code return
, we determine that we are in the “no dampings” syndrome
and may perform some further operation to reduce distortion as
much as possible. As in the example of the code in Sec-
tion III-B, we can choose to optimize this recovery with a -de-
pendent recovery or we can apply a stabilizer projective mea-
surement. In the former case, we may calculate an optimized
recovery with an SDP or any of the near-optimal methods of
[5], [6]. If we choose a stabilizer measurement, we simply mea-
sure the all- generator where a result is a projec-
tion onto the code subspace. A result can be corrected by
Fig. 4. Syndrome recovery circuit for the ￿￿￿￿￿ code with the ﬁrst and ﬁfth
qubits damped.
applying a operation (in fact, a on any one of the qubits
will sufﬁce). This can be seen by noting that the sta-
bilizer changes the logical codewords by replacing the with
a . A circuit implementation of the syndrome measurement is
presented in Fig. 3.
B. Stabilizer Syndrome Recovery Operations
In the previous section, we described syndrome measure-
ments to determine which qubits were damped. We also
explained the extent to which multiple qubit dampings are
correctable. We now present a straightforward set of Clifford
group operations to recover from each syndrome.
Consider a syndrome measurement in which we determine
that qubits were damped, where .W e
recover from this syndrome via the following three steps.
1) Apply a Hadamard gate on the qubit.
2) With qubit as the control, apply a CNOT gate to every
other qubit.
3) Flip every damped qubit: .
The procedure is illustrated as a quantum circuit for a two-
damping syndrome and the code in Fig. 4.
To see that this is the correct syndrome recovery for the
code, we need to examine the effect of the
three gate operations on the damped subspace stabilizers. In the
syndrome where are damped, we have three cate-
gories of generators for the resulting stabilizer group: -pair
stabilizers for the damped pairs, -pair stabilizers for the
non-damped pairs, and for each damped qubit.
Weneedtoseetheeffectoftherecoverygateoperationsoneach
of these generators. Fortunately, we can demonstrate all of the
relevant cases with the example of the code with the ﬁrst
and ﬁfth qubits damped in (23) shown at the bottom of the page.
The ﬁnal two sets of stabilizers are equivalent since
is the product of and . The ﬁrst four
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generators of the resulting group are the code stabilizer. The
last generator is which, as we saw before, indicates that the
recovered information is spanned by while the
other two dimensions of information have been lost.
While we have shown that the syndrome recovery operation
returns the information to the code subspace, it remains to
demonstrate that the information is correctly decoded. We
can demonstrate this by considering the syndrome recovery
operation on each of the of the code. By showing that each
of these is correctly preserved, we conclude that the syndrome
recovery operation is correct.
We have chosen the so that each has exactly two qubit
locations with a while the rest are . There are, therefore,
ﬁve cases of interest. In case 1, neither of the damped qubits
corresponds to a location with a . In case 2, the ﬁrst damped
qubit corresponds to a location with a . In case 3, one
of the locations corresponds to a damped qubit, but it is not
. In case 4, both of the locations correspond to a damped
qubit, but neither is . Finally, case 5 is when both locations
correspond to damped qubits and one is .
Without loss of generality, we can see the effect of each case
by considering an example using and appropriately
selected damped qubits. Consider case 1 where we can let
. The action of the recovery circuit on this stabilizer in
shown in (24) at the bottom of the page.
In case 2, , as shown in (25) at the bottom of the page.
Notice that this last is equivalent to as
is in the stabilizer.
In case 3, while as shown in (26) at the bottom
of the page.
In case 4, let , and as shown in (27) at
the bottom of the page.1
In case 5, and as shown in (28) at the bottom
of the page.
We see that in all cases, the recovery procedure correctly pre-
servesthegeometryoftheencodedinformation,eveninthecase
of multiple qubit dampings. It is worth emphasizing, however,
that when multiple qubits are damped at least half of the infor-
mation dimensions are lost.
1While this contradicts our statement that the lowest numbered qubit would
be ￿ , the assignment of ￿ ￿￿when the ﬁrst qubit is also damped has no
impact on the argument.
C. Performance Comparison
It is useful to compare the performance of each of the
codes in terms of the damping parameter .
Consider a comparison between the code and the
code. To make a valid comparison, we need to establish a
common baseline. We do this by considering the encoding of
two qubits with the code. For the completely mixed state
, this is the equivalent of squaring the single qubit
entanglement ﬁdelity
(29)
This comparison is given in Fig. 5(A). To compare multiple
codes, it is more straightforward to normalize each to a single
qubit baseline. This can be done by computing for an
code. The normalized performance for the
and codes is given in Fig. 5(B).
It is very interesting to note how comparably these codes
maintain the ﬁdelity even as the code rate increases. This is par-
ticularly striking when noting that each code can still perfectly
correct only a single damping error. Thus, the can cor-
rect four dampings (as long as they occur on separate blocks)
while the code can only perfectly correct one. Yet we see
that the normalized performance is quite comparable.
We take a closer look at the performance of the code
in Fig. 6. We see that, while most of the entanglement ﬁdelity
is supplied by correcting no damping and terms, a not
insigniﬁcant performance beneﬁt arises by partially correcting
second-order damping errors. In the case of the recovery,
we concluded that such contributions improved the entangle-
ment ﬁdelity, but not the minimum ﬁdelity as was never
preserved by such a recovery. This is not the case for the higher
rates. Two damping errors eliminate half of the logical space,
but different combinations of damping errors will divide the
logical space differently. For example, a damping error on the
ﬁfth and sixth qubits means the resulting space is stabilized by
thus eliminating logical states and (where
indicates either or ). On the other hand, a damping on the
ﬁfth and seventh qubits results in a space stabilized by
eliminating logical states and . Thus, correcting
second-order damping errors still contributes to minimum ﬁ-
delity performance
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of generalized amplitude damping codes. In (A) we compare the ￿￿￿￿￿ code with the ￿￿￿￿￿ repeated twice. In (B), we compare
the ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ and ￿￿￿￿￿￿ codes. The entanglement ﬁdelity has been normalized with exponentation by ￿￿￿ where ￿ is the number of encoded qubits.
Notice that despite the increasing rates, the normalized entanglement ﬁdelity maintains high performance.
Given their identical rates, it is reasonable to compare the
amplitude damping code presented here with the generic
stabilizer code due to Gottesman [14]. The stabilizers for
thiscodearepresentedinTableV.Thiscodecancorrectanarbi-
trarysinglequbiterror,andthuscancorrectallﬁrst-orderampli-
tudedampingerrors,aswellasthelessprobable errors.These
are corrected with 25 stabilizer syndrome measurements (Pauli
operators on each of the 8 qubits as well as the identity). This
leaves an additional 7 degrees of freedom to correct for higher
order errors. While typically these are not speciﬁed, since we
know the channel of interest is the amplitude damping channel,
we can do a small amount of channel-adaptation by selecting
appropriate recovery operations for these syndromes. Since
TABLE V
STABILIZERS FOR THE ￿￿￿￿￿ CODE DUE TO GOTTESMAN [14]
and errors are the most common, we choose operators with
two ’s or two ’s (or one of each).
Thecomparison betweentherate codesisgiveninFig.7.
Hereweseethatthechannel-adapted codeoutperformsthe
generic Gottesman code, but the effect is minor. The attention5714 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 54, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2008
Fig. 6. Fidelity contributions for each order error of the ￿￿￿￿￿ amplitude damping code. We see that the no damping, ﬁrst-, and second-order recovery syndromes
contribute to the entanglement ﬁdelity of the recovery operation.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the amplitude damping ￿￿￿￿￿ code and the generic rate ￿￿￿￿￿ code due to Gottesman. We include both the Gottesman recovery where no
attention is paid to second-order recoveries, as well as a recovery where second-order syndromes are chosen to adapt to the amplitude damping channel.
to higher order syndromes is seen to improve the performance
of the code modestly. It should be pointed out that the
recovery operations from both codes can be accomplished with
Clifford group operations, and neither is dependent on .
VI. LINEAR CODES FOR THE AMPLITUDE DAMPING CHANNEL
The channel-adapted codes of the previous section have sim-
ilar corrective properties to the code: are cor-
rectableerrorswhile arenot.Itisactuallyquitesimple
to design channel-adapted codes that correct both and er-
rors and thus can correct as well. Consider the
code presented in Table VI. The ﬁrst three stabilizers can be
readily identiﬁed as the classical Hamming code parity-
check matrix (replacing with and with ). They are also
TABLE VI
AMPLITUDE DAMPING CHANNEL-ADAPTED ￿￿￿￿￿ LINEAR CODE
Looking at the ﬁrst three generators, this is clearly based on the
classical hamming code. The fourth generator differentiates
between ￿ and ￿ syndromes
three of the six stabilizers for the Steane code. Measuring these
threestabilizers,an willresultinaunique3-bitmeasurement
syndrome . (In fact, a nice property of the Ham-
ming code is that the syndrome, replacing with and
with , is just the binary representation of , the qubit that sus-
tained the error.) Unfortunately, a error will yield the sameFLETCHER et al.: CHANNEL-ADAPTED QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION FOR THE AMPLITUDE DAMPING CHANNEL 5715
Fig. 8. Syndrome measurement circuit for the ￿￿￿￿￿ amplitude damping code.
syndrome as . We add the generator to dis-
tinguish the two, resulting in 14 orthogonal error syndromes
for the . A circuit for the syndrome is presented in
Fig. 8.
As in previous examples, we have a choice of recovery oper-
ations for the “no dampings” syndrome. We can minimize the
“no damping” distortion as was done in previous cases by com-
puting the optimal or structured near-optimal recovery within
this subspace. This will result in a -dependent recovery op-
eration. Alternatively, we can simply measure
with a projecting onto the code subpsace and a requiring
a correction of . We compare these recovery operations in
Fig. 9.
We see in Fig. 10 that the code slightly outperforms
the code of Section V. The code perfectly corrects
ﬁrst-order dampings and does not correct any second-order
dampings while the code partially corrects for higher
order dampings. The performance advantage of the code
arises from the decreased length: the probability of a higher
order damping error decreases as only seven physical qubits
are needed.
Given its structure, it is logical to compare the ampli-
tude damping code to the Steane code, as both are de-
rivedfromtheclassicalHammingcode.Itwasshownin[5],[6],
that the Steane code is not particularly well adaptable to ampli-
tude damping errors; despite its extra redundancy, the channel-
adapted Steane code is outperformed by the channel-adapted
code. This is particularly unfortunate as the Steane code
can be implemented with such efﬁciency, with particular value
for fault-tolerant quantum computing. The code provides
a useful compromise position.
We see in Fig. 11 the performance comparison for code
andthe code(withandwithoutchannel-adaptedrecovery).
It comes as no surprise that the code outperforms the
with standard stabilizer recovery: each perfectly corrects the
ﬁrst-order damping errors, but the code has done so while
preserving three times as much information. It is interesting to
see how close the performance is to the channel-adapted
code. It was shown in [5], [6] that the channel-adapted
at least partially corrects some second-order damping er-
rors; the codedoes not.This is mitigatedbythehigher rate
TABLE VII
STABILIZER REPRESENTATION OF THE ￿￿￿￿￿ SHOR CODE [1]
of the code as again, three times as much information is
preserved.
The code is not the only high-rate linear code for am-
plitude damping errors. Consider any classical linear code that
can correct one error for which codewords have even parity. We
can convert this code to a quantum amplitude damping code in
the same way as the code. If is the parity-check matrix
for an classical linear code, then each row can be made
a quantum code stabilizer replacing ’s with and ’s with .
To distinguish and errors, we include as a gener-
ator. Since the classical code has even parity, we know that this
generatorcommuteswiththeothers.Thisconstructionyieldsan
quantum amplitude damping code that corrects for
single amplitude damping errors.
The code we have presented here follows the structure
proposedin[14]foramplitudedampingcodes;namely,thecode
is a combination of an -error-correcting code and a -error-
detecting code. It is not immediately clear how to generalize to
-error-correcting linear codes. Instead of a single generator to
distinguish and errors, we require an extra generators
as we must distinguish and for each corrected damping.
VII. AMPLITUDE DAMPING ERRORS AND THE SHOR CODE
We now turn our attention to the Shor code [1] and its
performance with a recovery operation channel-adapted to am-
plitude damping errors. The stabilizers for the Shor code are
given in Table VII. The structured near-optimal results in [5],
[6] showed that the Shor code provides remarkably good pro-
tection from the amplitude damping channel. Furthermore, the
structured recovery operation is essentially optimal. Thus, in
thiscase,theoptimalchannel-adaptedrecoveryoperationcanbe
described as a projective syndrome measurement followed by a
unitary operation. Given this intuitive structure, we can analyze
the amplitude damping channel-adapted recovery operation.
We ﬁrst note that ﬁrst-order errors are perfectly cor-
rectable.Thiscomesasnosurprise,sincetheShor codecancor-
rect an arbitrary single-qubit operation. What may be surprising
is that second-order errors are also perfectly cor-
rectable. This was pointed out in [14] and can be seen through
the same kind of stabilizer analysis of damped subspaces as we
employed for the codes.
We see in Table VIII a few representative syndrome sub-
spaces for damping errors on the Shor code. From these sub-
spaces, we surmise that the ﬁrst step in making a syndrome
measurement is to measure the ﬁrst six code stabilizers (each5716 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 54, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2008
Fig. 9. Optimal versus code projection recovery operations for the ￿￿￿￿￿ code. We compare the entanglement ﬁdelity for the optimal recovery operation and the
recovery that includes a projection onto the code subspace. For comparison, we also include the baseline performance of three unencoded qubits. While the optimal
recovery outperforms the code projector recovery, the performance beneﬁt is likely small compared to the cost of implementing the optimal.
Fig. 10. Comparison of the ￿￿￿￿￿ and ￿￿￿￿￿ qubit amplitude damping codes. We see that the ￿￿￿￿￿ performance is slightly better, despite the higher rate.
of which has a pair of ’s). Depending on those outcomes, we
can make a further stabilizer measurement.
As an example,consider when the ﬁrst stabilizer returns a
and the rest return . In that case, we can conclude that either
the ﬁrst qubit was damped, or both the second and third qubits
weredamped.Thesecanbedistinguishedbymeasuring with
a indicating qubit one and a indicating both qubits two
and three.
It is interesting to note that in this case, we will have only
measured seven stabilizers, and thus need one further measure-
ment to achieve a two-dimensional subspace. A natural choice
would be to measure , but this is an opportu-
nity for a -dependent measurement instead. As before, such an
operation can improve performance at the cost of circuit com-
plexity. In most of this paper, we have leaned toward the sim-
pler operation, concluding that -dependent operations provide
some performance beneﬁt but not enough to justify the added
complexity. We will see that in the case of the Shor code, the
performance gain may be sufﬁciently large to warrant a -de-
pendent operation.
Before this consideration, let us turn to another syndrome
for multiple qubit dampings. We already examined an example
where the second and third qubits are both damped. The Shor
code is divided into three blocks of three qubits each; this caseFLETCHER et al.: CHANNEL-ADAPTED QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION FOR THE AMPLITUDE DAMPING CHANNEL 5717
Fig. 11. Comparison of the ￿￿￿￿￿ Steane code and the ￿￿￿￿￿ amplitude damping code, normalized by . We see that the ￿￿￿￿￿ performance is very similar to
the EigQER optimized recovery for the Steane code.
Fig. 12. Channel-adapted stabilizer recovery versus ￿-dependent recovery for the Shor code and the amplitude damping channel.
extends exactly to all circumstances when both damped qubits
fall on the same block. The third example in Table VIII is an ex-
ample of two qubits damped from different blocks; in this case,
the ﬁrst and ﬁfth stabilizers are both measured to be . While
the most likely cause of this syndrome is a two-qubit damping,
we can further measure and to correct for a three- or
four-qubit damping occurrences.
The preceding discussion of stabilizer subspaces provides
two alternative recovery operations. We may begin with a pro-
jective syndrome measurement of the ﬁrst six code generators.
At that point, we may either make a set of stabilizer measure-
ments to project onto the damped subspaces, or we may make
a -dependent syndrome recovery to minimize this distortion.
It turns out that the best -dependent syndrome recovery has
equivalent performance to the structured near-optimal recovery
operation and is therefore essentially optimal. The stabilizer
recovery, while simple to implement with Clifford group oper-
ations, has signiﬁcantly weaker performance. We compare the
two recovery operations for various values of in Fig. 12.
How should we understand the extensive performance gains
for the -dependent recovery? Both are consequences of the
distortion imparted onto the quantum state and the degrees of
freedominthecode.The -dependentoperationariseswhen we
have a remaining degree of freedom after determining the syn-
drome.Forthe codesandthe code,weonly
have such freedom in the “no damping” syndrome; in all of the
damping syndromes, the syndrome measurement requires a full
set of stabilizer measurements. We saw that for the Shor code5718 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 54, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2008
TABLE VIII
STABILIZERS FOR SEVERAL DAMPED SUBSPACE SYNDROMES FOR THE
SHOR CODE
ﬁrst-orderdampingsrequireonlysevenstabilizermeasurements
todeterminethesyndrome,leavingoneextradegreeoffreedom.
We also have an extra degree of freedom when two qubits from
the same block are damped. These constitute all of the ﬁrst- and
some of the second-order syndromes, each of which can be op-
timized to minimize distortion.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have developed several quantum error correcting codes
channel-adapted for the amplitude damping channel. All of
the encodings can be compactly described in the stabilizer
formalism. While optimized -dependent recovery operations
are possible, a much simpler recovery operation using only
stabilizer measurements and Clifford group operations achieves
nearly equivalent performance. The channel-adapted codes
have much higher rates (with short block lengths) than generic
quantum codes.
The creation of straightforward codes for the amplitude
damping channel is a major step toward the still-open ques-
tion of channel-adapted fault-tolerant quantum computing.
Intuitively, channel adaptation should be able to improve
fault-tolerant thresholds and reduce the necessary overhead for
fault tolerance. Before such intuition is conﬁrmed for the am-
plitude damping channel, several obstacles must be overcome.
As an example, we must construct a universal set of operations
on one or more of the channel-adapted codes presented here.
Such challenges are acknowledged, but deferred for future
consideration.
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